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Introduction

A mere generation ago, being a homemaker was something that was imposed on women, and
something that was in all respect, an unremarkable choice. Then, came the time of feminism and
women could actually make the choice. What wonderful times we live in, right? That a woman can be a
homemaker, and work if she wants to, but at the same time, be allowed to become a professional wife
and mother, doing the job that she likes most, where the pay is all pleasure (and maybe a little bit of
stress and sweet pain).
Whatever a woman’s choice is nowadays, it is always the one where her overtime is never, or at least
very rarely, paid properly (whether in pleasure or in cold, hard cash) and to all her lamentations that she
has no time for herself, that she can’t organize her time well, that she doesn’t have enough time or that
she can’t seem to keep her house clean, people tend to give her a queer look, and ask: “How come?”
Now, if so many people are asking you this one and the same question, you might also start doing the
same. How come indeed? Well, the truth of the matter is that actually, you are looking at it all the
wrong way. There are dozens of things you can do to get (buy, heck even steal more time) for everything
(even yourself, imagine that!), to fix up and organize the place so that it stays clean, or to use your
budget more wisely. It’s actually all pretty easy to do, under the condition that you know the right tips.
So, bite the bullet with us and accept the following five statements as lies you keep telling yourself:
1.
2.
3.
4.

I don’t have enough time.
I can’t get organized.
I don’t have enough money.
I can’t keep the house clean.

5. I don’t have any time for myself.
Just let it all out. Repeat them a few times if necessary. It might need some time to sink in. After all,
you’ve been living under the impression that all of them are true, so it takes a while for your brain to
understand and accept them as lies. Now, you are going to see why these are a skewed version of reality
that you yourself created, and in fact, you do have enough time for everything, including yourself, you
absolutely can (and with our help, will) get and stay organized, you’ll see that your budget is enough
(provided you don’t splurge on unnecessary things) and that you definitely can keep your house all spic
and span, no matter what. No doubt about it. So, take a deep breath and dive into the following
chapters, which are bound to change the way you view yourself and the world around you.

I don’t have enough time

Oh boy, where do we start? This is a favorite one for humanity in general. There are only a certain
number of hours in a day and there’s no way in hell we can do all the stuff we want. Accept this as
inevitable. Let us ask you then: how come so many people achieve their dreams, and even more? After
all, they have the same amount of hours you do. No more, no less. In this respect at least, we are all the
same. We all have 168 hours a week. So, how come some people manage to do more? Well, the answer
is simple: they manage their time better. Luckily for you, it’s a learnable skill, so all you have to do is
follow a few simple rules:



Create a daily to-do list
This might sound corny, but it’s oh so true. Making a to-do list allows you to focus on what
needs to be done urgently, and it’ll also help you steer clear off any distractions, which can
devour your time, and this is something that you definitely don’t want.



Start off small
While 15 minutes isn’t much for many people, you’d be amazed at the difference that 15
minutes a day can do to your time management. Choose an activity that’s long overdue (even if
it’s something that won’t be half finished in 15 minutes). Then, whip out a timer and set aside 15
minutes for this specific activity. Make sure there are no distractions and that you spend these
15 minutes doing only this and nothing more. Afterwards, try doing it every day, in time slots of
15 minutes and the results will be visible even after a few days.



Plan weekly meals
How many times have you caught yourself wasting time on wondering what to cook? Even at
the store, you can waste precious time, circling different isles until you’ve finally made up your
mind. What can be a real life saver here is a simple weekly meal plan. What we’d suggest is
sitting down on a Sunday and trying to create a meal plan for the following week. This will also
allow you to plan both shopping as well as cooking time, reducing your stress levels at the fact
that oh my gosh, time just seems to fly by, at the same time keeping your time in check.



Make double batches
For those whose worst nightmare is the fact that you have to cook every day, fear not. There is a
way out, which allows you to enjoy delish home cooked food and still have some extra time.
Simply try making bigger batches of food, say double the quantities. Then, eat half for dinner or
lunch, and freeze the rest of it for another time. There are numerous recipes which are freezerfriendly, so why not use them?



Do things immediately, not later
Try to turn this into a habit: make your bed the moment you get up (and make sure everyone in
your household does the same), wash the dishes immediately after the meal, keep laundry
going (don’t let it pile up into a homogenous mass of clothes causing you a headache), and
create a general practice of putting things away right after you’re done using them.



Focus your attention
While it is generally believed that women are great at multitasking, one might wonder: isn’t it
better to simply focus on one task, in order to do it better, faster and more effectively? Yeah, we
definitely tend to think so. Follow your to-do list and cross your chores off, one by one.



Enlist helpers
If you have little kids, you can always enlist them as your little troops (just remember how Tom
Sawyer made painting of the fence seem like a privilege and not really a chore). Allow your
children to help, and you might do the job twice as fast. Plus, you’ll instill some good values and
habits in them, spend some extra quality time together, and nothing beats that.



Don’t waste time
Make sure you’re not wasting time on Facebook or Twitter, or anything of the sort. While it’s
one thing to send a message to someone (though you might actually call or arrange a get
together), it’s completely another thing to spend hours planting crops on Farmville. Why would
you do this? Turn the TV off, shut down your computer, and don’t let reality pass you by. Use
your time to make life a better place for yourself and those you love by becoming an active
participant and not just a passive observer.

I can’t get organized

Very close to the “I don’t have enough time” lie, organization is really something that many people lack.
And, if you’re a homemaker, this lack of organization can triple. Or so you’d think. Like with many things,
good organization isn’t something that magically happens out of nowhere. No way. You have to work for
it, and work hard, so that later on, you can reap the benefits (which are by the way, numerous).
Organization and time management usually go hand in hand, so fixing one frequently leads to fixing the
other (yay!).



Declutter
Remember this: clearing out stuff, makes room for people. So, if you’re not using something and
if it’s just gathering dust, either throw it away or if it’s still usable, give it a good home
somewhere else. Not only will this clear up your home a bit, but it will leave you with less stuff
to clean up, and (surprise, surprise) more free time to use as you wish. Keep only those things
which you use on a regular basis or things that bring you and your family joy.



Plan to be productive
Whatever helps you get organized, do it: whether it’s a to-do list, daily or weekly planner, sticky
notes or alarms working as reminders, we thumbs-up it. Know your priorities and goals, and
always keep them handy.



Learn to love the routine

Routine is your best friend when it comes to proper time management and good organization.
Always keep it simple but productive: get up at a desired hour, get (everyone) ready, do laundry,
etc. You get the idea. The point is to make a schedule that works for you and then stick to it no
matter what. Also make sure to have special days: Saturdays are surprise field trip days, Sundays
are home project days, Friday afternoons are reserved for visiting grandma and grandpa, etc.
Keep it enjoyable, but organized.


Keep your eyes peeled
As a homemaker, your workload is measured by the thousands, and it’s usually the little things.
So, don’t turn a blind eye to that sock lying on the staircase, but actually pick it up on the way up
or down, and see if there’s anything else that needs to be taken up or down.



Brighten every room before leaving
What you can also do is try to make each room a bit more orderly and a bit brighter every time
you leave it. It can be something as small as fixing the bed sheets or straightening a curtain, but
the result can be amazingly big.



Keep moving
While we don’t expect you to function like a robot, constantly on your feet, try to keep moving
as much as you can, because hey, it counts as exercise, and because this way, you will keep
making your house better, prettier and more orderly. Once you sit down, you are most likely
finished for the day. So, keep the resting part as a reward for a good day’s work.

I don’t have enough money

While the fact that you get to spend every day with your babies is definitely a big plus, it can also be a
bit difficult to make ends meet when only one of the parents is working. Being a homemaker usually
means that you’ll have to renounce a few things, which you actually don’t even need, it’s just that
society tells us we do and most of us are too scared to say no. As luck would have it, there are a few
ways you can live a very pleasurable life on a tight budget. It’s just a matter of making the right financial
decisions.



Opt for used stuff
The fact that something was used doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s shabby, scruffy or looks
unappealing. Quite the contrary. In today’s consumer society, many people buy new stuff before
the old has even had the time to settle in. And we’re talking about everything from toys and
clothes to furniture and appliances. Just make sure to check it from all angles before you
commit to buy.



Sales are your new best friend

Talking about food here, what you can do is keep an eye out for discounts and sales, and do
your weekly or even monthly shopping during this time. It will allow you to use any coupons you
might have and make good use of lower prices.


Have a grocery list with you
What’s important here is for you to know exactly (we can’t stress this enough) what you need.
Get in and out, without getting distracted by stuff you might like, but don’t really need.
Remember: no unnecessary browsing, because it leads to unnecessary shopping.



Never buy groceries hungry
It’s been scientifically proven that we shop for more food when we’re hungry. The psychological
pressure is simply too great. So, avoid this tricky trap and do your shopping with a fully satisfied
tummy. Your budget will thank you.



Lower utility bills
There’s tons of things you can do here: use energy saving light bulbs, turn the tap off while
brushing your teeth, unplug unused electrical items, refrain from using air conditioning unless
you really have to, limit TV and satellite channels, wash laundry in cold water (after all, only
whites really need to be washed in warm water), pay bills through the Internet (this saves you
time, effort, gas if you’re using the car). Every little helps.



Make homemade cleaning products
Regular vinegar, baking soda and lemons are a life saver when it comes to cleaning. You can
save a lot of money by using natural substances such as these, to clean around the house. Plus,
it’s much healthier for you and your family.



Make homemade cards and presents
Instead of spending tons of money on expensive presents and cards, you can employ your kids
and together, create homemade presents your friends and family will love even more, because
they were made with love and great care.



Make small repairs by yourself
Provided you’re not way in over your head, you can invest in some quality tools and actually fix
stuff around the house yourself.

I can’t keep my house clean

Alright then. You can actually clean up your house, but have difficulties keeping it that way? Don’t
worry, you’re not the only one. Many women suffer from this chronic state of affairs. It seems that no
matter how much we clean, the house keeps getting dirtier and dirtier, or at least it is constantly
regressing to its pre-clean state. Enough to drive you crazy, right? So, what you want is basically a nice,
neat and clean house, but still enough time to take care of other things in life which are important to
you. Luckily for you, it’s all possible if you balance it all out and keep it simple, by following a few easy
rules.



Include everyone
Cleaning (as well as keeping the place clean) is a joint effort, so make sure you include everyone,
boys and girls, grown-ups as well as the little ones. This strategy teaches responsibility and skills
important for adulthood. For example, you can introduce a golden rule: no play until chores
(and homework) are done.



Have daily clean up rounds
It’s similar to the previously mentioned 15 minutes a day rule. What you want here is to brush
up on some things which aren’t where they’re supposed to be.



Invite people over

When do we have a sudden rush of cleaning inspiration? Yeah, you’ve guessed it: when guests
are coming. While there are of course those kind of guests who can even pop up unannounced,
find our house super messy and love us no less for it, there are also those kind of guests (hello
there, dear mother in law, long time no see) whose presence urges us to make our home totally
spic and span. So, instead of whining that you’ve got those guests coming over, use the
inspiration and clean like you’ve never cleaned before. Then, demand this level of cleanliness (or
at least a level close to it) during the days when there are no guests, too.


Have reasonable standards
You aren’t aiming for perfection here. And let’s face, with a few little ones, it can hardly happen.
But then again, ask yourself: Wouldn’t it be awesome if your house looked like something from
a magazine? Yeah, it sure would. Is it a reasonable expectation and standard to uphold? Not so
much. So, don’t be too hard on yourself and keep everything reasonably clean and ordered.

I don’t have any time for myself

We can’t even try to make an excuse for anyone thinking this way. It’s plain old wrong and we won’t
stand for it… not when there’s so much you can do to grab more free time just for yourself. Again, it’s all
a matter of organization and proper time management (yes, we know we sound like a broken record but
it really is that important). Here are some tips you can incorporate into your daily routine to make it
better:



Forget perfectionism
Perfectionism kills. It really does, you just can’t see the bloody corpse it leaves behind. Sorry for
the graphic imagery, but the point is for this idea to stick in your mind. Make sure that what you
demand of yourself as well as of others is within reasonable limits. But, we’re not saying here
you should do sloppy work. Absolutely not. Like any good military leader, pick your battles, and
win the war in the best, fastest and most efficient way possible, with the least number of
casualties.



Sleep more and take a nap
If you’re well rested, you do more, plus you do it faster and more successfully. It’s a no brainer
really. So, make sure that you get 8 hours of sleep (or less, if you can function fine with less),
and don’t beat yourself up if you feel like taking a quick nap. It’s been scientifically proven that a

15 minute nap can fully recharge your batteries and make you super amped about your work.
So, feel free to indulge yourself when you need some quick shut-eye.


Change your habits
Your habits reflect your life, as they are a part of your routine. They consist of three elements:
the trigger, the habit itself and the reward. What you want to do here is identify all your bad
habits, try to remove the trigger and make the reward really desirable. Because, if the trigger is
still there you haven’t really achieved much, as the habit itself won’t change. Substitute bad
habits with good ones, whether they’re connected with procrastination, lack of organization or
anything else, and you’re bound to have more free time for yourself.



Find time to exercise
It is all too easy to whine about having way too many obligations and no free time for hitting the
gym ever. We understand. You have a gazillion things to do and only 24 hours to do them, so
workout isn’t something you can do. But, instead of saying “I don’t have time to work out,” try
switching to something not being your priority: “Working out isn’t my priority.” It makes it less
convincing, doesn’t it? And more easy to overcome, because you can do 15 minutes of
stretching (yoga, quick stretch or something of the sort) early in the morning every day, and
before you know it, you’re up and about, and you’ve already exercised. Great feeling, isn’t it?
Plus, you can put your legs to more use and walk to work, or park further, use the stairs, drink
more water, remind yourself to stand up when you’ve been seated for too long (try setting an
alarm with Ludacris’ Stand up and you’re bound to smile as well as move!).



Dress for success
Even if you’re not going anywhere special, dress to express how you feel (even if it means just
putting on your bra). Make yourself look like you’re ready for anything and sooner or later,
you’ll actually start to feel that way.

Conclusion

Once you figure out that you are actually sabotaging yourself with these lies, you can truly start working
towards improving your life. Because, the down side to living in a lie is that you start believing it after a
while. So, convincing yourself and others that you don’t have any time will actually come true in a
vicious cycle you won’t be able to escape from. Don’t believe your own lies.
Keep trying to find free time to relax, to have fun, to socialize with friends and family, to reorganize
yourself, to change your habits and your entire perspective. It is all possible and requires so little effort,
while the benefits are immeasurable. But, don’t take our word for it. Try it out for yourself. Try it right
now. Get up and do 15 minutes of exercise or a quick clean up. Plan your grocery shopping for
tomorrow (and don’t forget to eat beforehand). Rest a little more so that you can do a little more every
single day. Don’t over-volunteer for things, but make sure to help as much as necessary. While it’s
always a great idea to spend some quality time with your loved ones, it’s equally important to be a little
selfish about your time and spend it alone, in nature, with a good book, movie or just taking a quick,
recharging nap. Do what feels good and don’t be sorry about it.
Now is the time to start incorporating these tips and strategies into your new and improved daily
regime. Start now and you’ll see how easy it is to transform your life into something wonderful.

Additional info
Thank you for downloading this book!

If you enjoyed the book, and are looking for more info on homemaking tips, insights, recipes and
conversations on all things Homemaking, please visit our website to get instant access to more
incredible tools and resources:
thehomemakersdish.com
On Facebook - The Homemakers Dish
Join our conversations @
Come online and Dish with us @
Get The Dish on All things Homemaking @

